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Abstract 
For Alex Heller on his 65th birthday 
Retakh, V.S.. Lie-Massey brackets and n-homotopically multiplicative maps of differential 
graded Lie algebras, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 89 (1993) 217-229. 
The definition of rr-homotopically multiplicative maps of differential graded Lie algebras is 
given. It is shown that such maps conserve n-Lie-Massey brackets. 
Introduction 
This paper was written just after the note [ll] where an analog of the famous 
definition of Massey products was introduced for the cohomology of differential 
graded Lie algebras. However, I decided not to publish it because some people 
explained to me that this subject is a part of general nonsense [I]. In fact, one 
could use these brackets in more or less clear form only for the general theory of 
deformations [4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 15, 161 or for rational topology [12, 13, 181, which is 
not topology in itself [2]. 
But recently, after discussions with A.S. Schwartz, J. Stasheff and B. 
Zwiebach, I started to hope that such general nonsense might be also of interest 
for some sort of modern theoretical physics [6, 7, 14, 171. So it is time to publish 
this paper. In order not to be convicted of ‘general nonsense’, I avoid using here 
derived categories in the definition of Lie-Massey brackets and also a Lie analog 
of DASH-structures in the definition of homotopically multiplicative maps. 
In the first section, we recall the definition and the basic properties of the 
Lie-Massey brackets introduced in [ll]. As I understand it, a little bit later but 
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independently, such operations were considered by Tam-i [18] under the name of 
generalized Whitehead brackets. His definition has a topological origin. 
In the second section, we give the definition of n-homotopically multiplicative 
maps of differential graded Lie algebras and show that such maps preserve 
Lie-Massey brackets. This result is not surprising, given the known result in the 
associative case [9]. 
In the third section, we show that there exist an =homotopically multiplicative 
map between DG-Lie algebras Der(P, P) and Der(Q, Q), where P and Q are 
multiplicative resolutions of a given commutative associative algebra. This result 
has now mostly a ‘philosophical’ meaning since its main corollary can be achieved 
by other considerations [ 10, 15. 161. More interesting examples will be considered 
in joint work with J. Stasheff. 
1. Lie-Massey brackets 
In this section we recall the definition and the basic properties of Lie-Massey 
brackets [ 111. 
1.1. A graded Lie algebra over a field k is a direct sum of k-modules L = 
@r=,, L,, with a bilinear operation [ , ] : L @ L+ L such that for x E L,, , y E L, 
(i) [x. y] E L,,+‘, (homogeneity), 
(ii) [x, y] = -(-l)““[y, x], 
(iii) [x, [y. z]] = [[x, y]. z] + (-l)““[y, [x, z]] for any z E L (Jacoby identity). 
An element x E L is called homogeneous if x E L,, for some n. This y1 is called 
the degree of x and we write dcg x = n. 
1.2. A difj(‘erentia1 gruded Lie algebru (DG-Lie algebra) is a pair (L, a), where 
L = @ L,, is a graded Lie algebra. and iJ : L+ L is a linear map such that 
(i) aL,, C L,,+, for any p. 
(ii) a[x, y] = [ax. y] + (-l)“[x, ay], 
(iii) 13’ = 0. 
1.3. Set H(L) = Ker a/Im 8, N’(L) = Ker 8,iIm a,_,, where 13, = aI,< for any i. 
The elements from Ker a are called cocycles and the elements from Im a 
coboundaries. The operation [ , ] in L defines an operation H(L) @ H(L)- H(L) 
which we denote (up to sign) by the same symbol [ , 1. It is easy to check that 
H(L) = @ H’(L) is a graded Lie algebra under this operation. 
1.4. We define now the Lie-Massey brackets in H(L). It suffices to define these 
brackets for homogeneous elements. We recall that an element x E Ker a, is called 
a representative of y E N’(L) if y is the equivalence class of x modulo Im a,_, 
Let y, ,y? E H(L) and x, ,x2 be their representatives. Set [y,, y2] to be equal to 
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the element with representative [X, , .x2]. where X = (- l)d’“’ * ‘x. This element 
[y , , y2] is the value of the two-place Lie-Massey bracket. 
Let ylry2,y3~H(L) and [Y,~Y~~=[Y,~Y~]=[Y~~Y~~=~. Then [X,.x21= 
ax,,, [X,, XJ = ax,,, LX,, x,1 = axz3> where X, is a representative of y, for i = 1,2,3. 
It is easy to check that the element 
is a cocycle, i.e. a_.F12, = 0. This statement follows from the identities 2 = X, 
[x, y] = -[X, y], [ax, y] = [ax, y] - [X, ay] and from the next lemma. 
Lemma. For all homogeneous x,y,z E L, 
[[x, jq, 21 - [x, [y, z]] + (-l)(dcev+‘)(degz+‘)[[X, 21, y] = 0. 
Proof. Use the Jacoby identity. 0 
The cohomology class of .x”,2j in H(L) will be called the value of the three-place 
Lie-Massey product [y, , yz, y3]. The element in H(L) is not uniquely defined, it 
depends on the choice of x,2,x23, xii. Thus [y,, y2. y,] is in fact a set of elements. 
Let us define now n-place Lie-Massey brackets. Let M be an ordered set of 
homogeneous elements from L and P,, i = 1,2, , n its non-intersecting subsets. 
Let F(P, , P1, . , P,,) be the sum of the numbers (deg x + l)(deg y + 1) such that 
xE P,, yE P,, i<j, but y is less than x in M. 
Let P be an ordered subset of M consisting of all the elements from P,, 
i = 1,2,. . ., II. If R is another ordered subset from M and R does not intersect P, 
then E(P, R) = EYE, &(I’,, R), and E(R, P) = EYE, F(R, P,). 
The sequence P, , P,, . , P,, of non-intersecting subsets of M is called regular if 
P = M and for every i <j the smallest element from P, is less than the smallest 
element from P,. 
1.5. Definition. We will say that the Lie-Massey product [y , , y?, . . , y,,] is 
defined for homogeneous elements y, , yl, . , y,, from H(L) if for any m = 
1,2,...,n-1 and for any ordered subset l~i,<&<...<i,,~~n, there exist 
elements x ,,,,__,,,,, such that 
(i) X, is a representative of y; for i = 1,2. , n, 
(4 ax /,. . ..l.,, = K,,. _..l,,, 1where 
The summation is taken over all regular pairs J,K from I; J = (x,,. . . J,,), 
K = (x,,, . . , xA,). 
The set ix,, .,,,l } is called the defining system of the Lie-Massey bracket 
[y, , . . , y,,]. The bracket [y,, y2] is always defined. 
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1.6. Let 1=(x ,,..., x,,). We can make use of the formula from 1.5(ii) to define 
the element x”rr ,,,I. 
Proposition. The element X”,? ,, is a cocycle, i.e. ax’,, ,, = 0. 
The value of the Lie-Massey product [y , , . . . , y,,] is the set of all elements from 
H(L) with representatives A?,~,,,,, for any defining system {x,,,, ;,,,}. 
1.7. The value of the Lie-Massey product does not depend on the choice of 
representatives of y,‘s as the next proposition shows. 
Proposition. Let {x,, ,, _,,,,, } be a defining system for [ y , , . . . , y,,] and zi E L 
representyifori=1,2,..., n. There exists a defining system {z ,,,,, [,,,} for the same 
Lie-Massey product such that ,i?,? ,,, is cohomologous to ?,?...,,, i.e. defines the 
same element in H(L). 
1.8. In order to prove Proposition 1.6, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma. In the notation of 1.5: 
(4 deg x, ,...,,, / = c?=, deg Y,, - m + 1; 
(b) e(J, W + e(K, J) = (deg x,, ,.., I + I)(@ xk,. x, + 1); 
(c) (-1) ‘(J.K)[x; ,._,, $I xk ,... k,] = (-l)““qx,, .k,1 x,,. ,,I. 
Proof. (a) Use induction on m. For m = 1 the statement is valid. Suppose it is 
valid for all 9 < m. Then the degree of the homogeneous element J?, ,,,) is equal 
to x;I_,degy,A-m+2. Then 
,?1 
deg Xl, . ..i.,, = deg ax,, ,,,, - 1 = c dcg Y,~ - m + 1 . 
k=l 
(b) It is easy to check that 
F(J, K) + E(K, J) 
= 2 (deg x,, + l)(deg xB + 1) 
atJ.j3tK 
= c deg xCI deg x/3 + t c deg x, + s c deg xg + sf 
CX.0 CI B 
xdegxU-s+l xdegxp-t+l 
u 0 
Then use (a). 
(c) Use (a), (b) and l.l(ii). 0 
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1.9. Proof of Proposition 1.6. We use the notations from 1.5 and 1.6. Denote by 
x, the element x,, ,,,;,,) for I= (x,, . . ,x,,,). Then 
ax” ,?...,l = c (-l>““‘“‘+,, XK1 
= c (-l>““‘“‘(-[ax,, XK] - [XJ, ax,]) 
= c wYK) (c (-l)“““““‘[[XJ,, y]“]’ xK] 
- c (-lYK”)[XJ, [XK>’ x,,,]] , i 
where the last summation is taken over all regular pairs K’,K” in K and the next 
to the last over all regular pairs J’,J” in J. 
Thus 
ax” ,2,,,,, = c (-l)F(A+BC)+F(A.B)[[XA, X8], XC.] 
+ c (-l)F(P.Q+R)+‘[XP, [“o, x,]] 
Here U + V means the ordered union of two ordered subsets of an ordered set. 
The first summation is taken over all non-intersecting triples A, B, C such that 
A+B+C=(x,,.. ,x,,) and the smallest element in A is less than the smallest 
element in C. The second summation is taken over all regular triples P,Q,R in 
(X,, . f. ?x,1>. 
One can see that to the element [xP, [Fc,, x,]] from the second sum uniquely 
correspond elements [[xP, A!~], xR] and [[xP, XR], xo] from the first sum. The sum 
of these three elements with their signs is equal to 
C-1) F(p.a)+F(p.R)+F(L,.R)([[xp) Xu], XR] - [xp, [XQ’ XR]] 
+ C-1) *(R.Q)+F(f’.R)[[X,,, XR], x0]) 
By Lemmas 1.8(b) and 1.4 this last sum equals zero. So we have ax”,, .,, = 0. 0 
1.10. Proof of Proposition 1.7. It suffices to consider the case when zi = xi for 
i=1,2,..., y1 except i = i,,. Suppose that x,,, = zi,, + dc. We set z ;,___,,,, = x ,,.. ,,1, if i,, 
is not equal to i,, . . , i,,, . If xi,, E I, where I = {x,, , . , x, ,,I } we define z,, ,,,,,,) by 
induction by the formula 
x, = 2, - (-1)~(“,(1’“))[2,., c] ) 
where I’ = I - {xi,,}. We check that x”, = z”I - (- l)F(’ “x’ii’ )a( [ 2,. , c]) for any 1. So 
{z ;, _, , ,;,,, } is a defining system for [ y , , . . , y,,,] and z”, . ,,I defines the same element 
in H(L) as x”, .,,. 
We check this equality by induction. Note that if Z contains xio, then condition 
1.5(ii) for z, is fulfilled. If Z does not contain xi,), suppose m = 2. Then 
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If i -C i,,, the equality is fulfilled. If i,, < i, use Lemma 1.8(c). 
Suppose that our equality is fulfilled for any I < m. We check it for the set I of 
m elements containing x,,,. By definition 
2, = c (-l)““‘“‘[$ XK] , 
If J or K contains only one element, then (-l)“J.“‘[X,, xK] is equal to 
for J = {x,,~} or is equal to 
(-1) 
F(J.(i,(,)) _ [z,, z,,,] + (-1yq2,. ac] 
for K = {AT,,,}. The sum of all last terms over all regular pairs J,K such that J or K 
consists only of one element is equal to (-l)r’t”“J”“[It,, ac]. Denote by cr the 
sum of the first terms over all regular pairs. 
If J and K contain more than one element, then [XI, xK] is equal to 
[2,, ZK] + (-l)‘(~‘.I”“))[i,., F], ZK] 
if x,(, E J or to 
[IJ, ZK] - (-l)r(K’.~r,~~))[Z:,. (ZK’, c]] 
if x,,, E K. Here M’ means M - {x,,,}. The sum of the first terms in the expressions 
of [X,, xK] with the coefficients (-l)F(‘,K) over all regular pairs J, K plus (T gives us 
=I. 
The other terms in the expansion of .Ft are 
or 
(-1) 
~(p.O)+~(l’.(\.,,,))+‘(C).(I,,IJ) _ 
[[Z/J, 4, +I 
-(-1) 
F(P+C).jl,(,) 
)+F(P~v)[sP, [ZU’ cl], 
where P,Q is a regular pair in I’. Using Lemma 1.8(c) we can rewrite both 
expressions as 
C-1) 
~(P,Q)+~(l',{x,,,))+(degc+l)(deg~a+l) 
[[Z,, 51, -qJ > 
C-1) 
~(/'.Q)+~(t'.(~~,,,))+(dcp~+l)(dcp;y+l) _ 
[=,,3 [C =,I1 .
The sum of the both expressions according to Lemma 1.4 is equal to 
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The sum)) of the last expressions over all regular pairs P,Q plus 
(-1) [z,., ac] gives us 
-(-I) 
+(“.(.I,,,:) a [=,,, c, . 
so, 
x”, = 2”, _ (-l!‘(“.I““I)a[~,,, c] 
and the proof is completed. 0 
2. n-homotopically multiplicative maps of DG-Lie algebras 
2.1. Let (L, a,) and (M, a,) be two graded differential Lie algebras. For the 
sake of simplicity we will denote aL and aM by the same symbol a. Let f : L + M 
be a k-linear map preserving the grading. We call f homotopically multiplicative if 
there exists a k-linear map h, : L C3 L+ M such that 
ah,(u, 8 u,)) = h2(du, ‘8 u:) + h,(u@au,) 
for u,,u, E L. 
In this case, the induced map f* : H(L)+ H(M) is a map of graded Lie 
algebras, i.e. preserves the operation. The map h, is called the multiplicative 
homotopy. It lowers degree by 1. 
2.2. We give here an analog of the definition of n-homotopically multiplicative 
maps of differential associative graded algebras [3]. 
Definition. A map f : L-+ M is called n-homotopically multiplicative if for any 
p = 1,2,. . . ) n there exists a k-linear map of graded k-modules h, : L @ L @ 
. ..@L+M such that 
(i) h, =f and 
(ii) dh,Ju, 8. . . C3 u,,) 
k=l 
+ 2 (_l)&(J.W [hs(‘j, @ ’ ’ . @ iI), h,(Uk, @. . . @ uk,>] ) 
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where p,, = (deg U, + l)(deg cli+, + . . . + deg u,_, + j- i - 1) an the last sum is 
taken over all regular pairs J,K in (u,, . . . , u,,); J = (u,,, . . . , u,,), K = 
(Uk,, . . . ,k,). 
Note that h,, lowers the degree by p - 1. We call h,, the p-multiplicative 
homotopy off. 
2.3. The analog of the next theorem for differential graded associative algebras 
belongs to May [9]. 
Theorem. Let L,M be a DG-Lie algebras, f : L+ M be an n-homotopically 
multiplicative map, f” the induced map of H(L) into H(M). If [u,, . , v,,] is 
defined in H(L), then [f”‘v,, . . . , f*v,,] is defined in H(M) and 
yy[V,) . . ) v,,l> c [f “(v, )3. > fYu,,)l 
Moreover, if f * is an isomorphism of graded modules, then 
fY[U,,‘. . , u,,l> =[f “Xv, )> . . . 3 f “(u,,>l 
Proof. Let (u,, . . u ,,,,) be a defining system of a Lie-Massey product [u, , , v,,]. 
Let 
where summation is taken over all regular sets (A,, . , A,) of subsets in 
(u,,, . 1 T,,,>. Let w,,. .ll,l = f(u;, .,,,,) + Y ,,.,.,, ), . We will prove that 
and thus finish the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
In the decomposition of ah, and thus in the decomposition of a~,,...,,,, by 2.2(ii), 
one can meet terms of three types. 
The terms of the first type are 
C-1) F(Aw~Adhk(~A,@. . .@d;, 8.. . @ uA .) i I, 
= c C-1) e(A,+...+AL)+f(A;.A;) 
x h,(u,,~...~~A,~,~[uA;, UA;]@+.@$l) > 
where summation is taken over all regular pairs Al ,A; in A,. 
LetA.=(A ,,..., Ai,A,+ ,,..., A,, , A;, . . , Ak) be a regular set of subsets 
in (u;,,..., u,,,,). This AR defines a second type of term, 
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where p = deg uA,,, + . . . + deg uA,, + p - j)(deg uAY + 1). 
By Lemma 1.8(b), in the expansion of Jy,,...,,31, the sum of the coefficients of 
h,(C, @...@C 
that in the expakio: ‘?‘;c’^” ’ 
. . . (23 uAi) is equal to zero. So we can conclude 
,,,,,,,, 1, the sum of the terms of the first and of the 
second type is equal to c (- l)“““‘f([ U,, u,]) over all regular pairs J,K in 
(u,,, . . . 3 %,,,>. 
The terms of the third type are 
C-1) r(Al.,--.A;)+~-(,.K)[~.~(UA,, 8. . . @ zq), h,(UA,, 8. . . c$ UA,J] 
Note that &(A,, . , A k) + .c(J, K) is equal, mod 2, to 
&(A ,,,. . ,A,,) + &(A,,,. . >Ak,) 
+ &(A,, +. . . + A,,, A,, + . . . + A,,) 
Indeed, by Lemma 1.8(b), 
4J, W = c MA,,,, 4,) + 44<, A,,,)) .
I,’ ’ k‘, 
Because &(A,, . , Ah) = clci .s(Ai, A,) we have 
&(A,, . . . , Ak) + 4J, K) 
= c ~(A,,y‘h<,)+ c 4‘$,,, A,<,,) 
I,> ’ k <, l,><k<, 
+ c &(A,,,’ A,,,> + c dAk,, A,/,) mod2, 
l<<‘l/T k u < k t, 
which is equal to the desired expression. 
One can see that 
W A,,+___+A,$ = c (-l)F(A~~“A~‘)h,(uA,, 8. . . @ U,,$) 
\?I 
over all regular sets of subsets and the sign of [WA +.._+A , w~~,+...+~~,] in the 
expansion of PG,,_,_~, equals to (- 1) 
E(A,,+...+A,,,A~~:I...+A~,; 
63 UAk,) = hs(UA (23. - . @ UA ), 
. Since h,(UA,, 8. . . 
one can conclude that the sum of the third type 
terms in the exbansion of $v,,,,,~ m is equal to W,l,,,i m. Thus the first part of the 
theorem is proved. 
The proof of the second part is left to the reader. 0 
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3. Application 
Let A be a (graded) commutative associative algebra over a field k of 
characteristic zero. So ab = (- 1) (“” “)(“” “‘6~ for homogeneous a,b E A. It is well 
known that the cohomology H(A, A) of A with the coefficients in the adjoint 
representation can be calculated as the cohomology of Der(P, P) where P is a 
Tatc-Jozefiak resolution of A and Der(P. P) is the DG-Lie algebra of graded 
derivations defined in the usual way. We construct here for any Tate-Jozcfiak 
resolution Q of A a map from Der(P, P) to Der( Q, Q) and prove that this map is 
n-homotopically multiplicative for YZ = 2 3.. Thus the Lie-Massey brackets in 
H(A. A) are well defined. 
3.1. Let (P = @,_,, P,, d) be a graded commutative algebra with a derivation d 
which lowers degree by 1. Then (P, d) is called a Tute resolution of an algebra A if 
P is free as a graded commutative algebra and there exists an epimorphism 
IT : P,,+ A such that the sequence 
. . .+ P,+ P,+ P,,+ A+0 
is exact. A graded version of the Tate resolution is called the Tam-Jozefiak 
resolution but for the sake of simplicity we consider further only nongraded 
algebras A and their Tate resolutions. 
3.2. By definition. Der(P, P) is the direct sum of vector spaces Der”(P, P)n = 
O,l,... consisting of k-linear maps f” : P-+ P lowering the degree by n and such 
that 
f”(&) = J”‘(Q) + (- 1)” L’CF (‘(lf’l(b) . 
The bracket in Der(P, P) is defined by the formula 
[f/J, g”] = f PgY - (_l)“qff” 
Here fg means the composition off and g. Consider the differential a = [ , d] on 
k-linear maps of P into P. Its restriction to Der(P, P) turns the latter into a 
DG-Lie algebra. 
The cohomology of this DG-Lie algebra does not depends of the choice of Tate 
resolution and is often denoted by T”(A)-the tangent cohomology of A. 
3.3. Let P and Q be Tate resolutions of A. We construct here a map 
v : Der(P, P)+ Der( Q, Q) and prove its rz-homotopy multiplicativity for n = 
2.3.. . 
One can construct two maps of differential graded commutative algebras 
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$J : P+ Q, I,!I : Q-+ P and their linear homotopies s,,,sv such that 44 = id - 
aosU. $14 = id - i),,s,,. Henceforth we omit indices on s,, and sQ. We define a map 
CY by the formula a(f) = 4f$ on free generators of Q and extend this map as a 
derivation of (2. 
Proposition. For any n = 2, 3, . the map LY is n-homotopicnlly multiplicative. 
Proof. We construct for any k a map h, : {Hom(P, P)}“” + Der( Q. Q). We set 
h,(u, 8.. .cs Uk) = (bu,su2.. . lL_, k u t/~ on free generators and we extend this 
map as a derivation of Q. Set H,(u,~...~u,)=C(-l)““‘h,(u,(,,~ 
. . . @ %(kJ where the sum is taken over all permutations (T of the set 
(1,2,. , k) and 4~) = 4{~~,)}, . . . , {u,,(,,>>. 
We restrict further the maps H, to {Der(P, P)}“” and show that these maps are 
the (higher) multiplicative homotopies. The proof will be presented in four steps. 
Step 1. Let us check that 
In fact on free generators 
dh,(u, @...@uu,) 
= C#l d(u,su, . . sLf,)$ 
= ~(dLL,).sL12~~ . SUklc, - +u, d(su, . . . su,)lcr 
= h,(du,C%...@uu,)- ~$~7,(as)u~s~..su,$ 
+ qbLc,s d(u,s . . su,)$ 
=h,(au,~...~u,)-~u,(id~~~)~1~.~...~~~)~ 
+ @,s(au,)s. . .sLQ* - ~u,si,(qsu, . ..sLl.))$ 
=h,(au,~...~uu,)+h,(u,~aul...~u~) 
- h,_,(ii,u2@.. .@u,)+ h,(u,)h,~,(u,~...~uu,) 
- &C,SLI~ qsu, . . . su,)$ . 
Continuing the process by induction, we come to the desired formula. 
Step 2. Let us check that 
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The right and the left part of the equality consist of the same terms. The term 
h&,(,,@...@%(,, (8. . . @ u,~~,) in the left part is multiplied by (-1) to the 
degree F’ + Ct.rr, (deg ~1, + l), where F’ = &({u,,(,), . . ,du,,,,,, . . , u,,~~-,}). The 
same term in the left part is multiplied by (-1) to the degree e(a) + 
C::: (deg u<,(,) + 1). Note that 
E(V)=&‘+ c (degu,+l)+ c (degu,+l). 
\-=,. C,(.,)iU(,) 53’1. <T(\)<<,(I) 
The last two terms + C (deg u(,(~.) + 1) are equal to c (deg ~1, + 1) mod 2. This 
finishes the checking. 
Step 3. Now we check that 
Writing the left part as a sum, one can see that both parts contain the same terms. 
If i = (T(S) <j = a(s + l), then the coefficient of the term h,,(~,,~,, @. . . 
@Ll u(,)Uu(,+ I) @. . . @ U,,(k) ) in the right part equals (-1) to the degree 
6 + Y, + (deg ~1, + 1)(X, + I’,) + (deg 11, + 1)(X, + Y) . 
where 6 is the part of the sum ~(a) which does not contain deg U, and deg u,, 
X,,, = C:‘iJ’ (deg U, + 1) for m = i, j, and Y, = z:I: (deg u,,(,) + 1). 
Note that p,, is equal to (deg CL, + 1)(X, + X,) mod 2. So in the right part, our 
term has coefficient (-1) to the degree 
6 + X, + (deg uj + 1)(X, + X,) + (deg ui + deg u, + 1)(X, + Y> 
Thus if a(s) < (T(S + l), our terms have the same coefficient. The reader can 
check it also if a(s) > (T(S + 1). 
Step 4. At last we must check that 
c (-l)“J.K’[H,(u,, @. . . @ q>, ff,(u,, 8. 63 Uk,>] 
=C(-l)““‘h,(LC,,(,)~...~Cl,,(,))h,(L1~,(,+,)~...~U,(~). 
This step is left to the reader. The proof is finished. 0 
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3.4. As a corollary, one can conclude that Lie-Massey brackets in T”‘(A) are well 
defined, i.e. do not depend on the choice of Tate resolution. This statement can 
be also proved in other ways [lo, 15, 161. 
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